Morgan’s Memos

Stardate 2016.03.28

It’s been awhile since my last memo and boy a lot has happened. First there was Christmas. Santa brought me this seemingly indestructible squeaky toy. I hate those squeakers!
This toy had a shape of a large peppermint candy and had a huge squeaker. My family all
took bets on how long it would take me to get the squeaker out. The big guy won – 1 ½
days. Harper was there as an observer although I let her pull out some of the stuffing.

“Indestructible?
I don’t think so.”

Besides opening gifts, there was a ton of holiday food. What’s better than eating and
sleeping when you’re not at work? That’s me and Harper taking a nap with my step brother, Matthew, after a big holiday meal. Next time, I don’t think we will eat as much turkey!

“Less turkey next time.”

Then there was the snow at work. I just love playing in the snow. I had so much fun playing
in the mounds of snow in our parking lot. The real fun is burying a tennis ball in the snow
pile, then digging it out creating this big hole that I can crawl into. Also, the big guy hits
the tennis balls high into the sky and I have to find it after it hits the ground and disappears in the snow.

“The tennis ball is here
somewhere.”

Recently, I sniffed out a couple of chipmunks. They lived in an old dead tree. Their hole
was too small for me to fit my head but I could smell them. Probably they have moved by
now since I sniffed out their hideout. They may run but they can’t hide from my nose. I will
eventually find their new home as long as they stay on property.

“I think the chipmunk is
pulling on my nose.”
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Hey, did you know that I don’t have to work on Federal Holidays? Since I’m employed by a
Federal Credit Union we get all Federal Holidays off. For example, I didn’t have to work on
Presidents’ Day. That meant I could stay at home and get more treats and take more naps.
However, I do have to work more hours the next day since we are open using the Monday
schedule. That means the lobby opens from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and the drive thru stays
open from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
“Are you sure they went out
the back hole?”

Finally, now that I am older, I have been training to assist in mortgage closings. I get to lay
underneath the big conference table and if there are little people at the closing, I get to
either play with them or have them pet me. It seems that I have a calming effect on everyone. No matter, everyone seems to leave happy about their new mortgage. I even get to
walk them out the door and give them my business card. Just to let you know, I now have
my own email address, morgan@doyfcu.com. So if you want to comment on my memos or
just say hello, I promise I will reply to your email whenever possible. Until next time or until
I receive your email remember: “to the world, you may be just one person/dog, but to one
person/dog, you may be the world.” Just ask the big guy.
“I thought the closing
was at ten.”
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